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Chapter Five 

The Long Road Home 

Introduction 

On October 14th, 1944 American planes based out of China dropped beneath the 

clouds and hit Taiwan for the first time. Judging by the extent of the damage, 

historians can surmise the Japanese were caught off guard. 103 B-29s from the 20th 

Air Force based in Chengtu (成都) attacked all of Taiwan’s major cities, hitting 

airports, bridges and government offices, pummeling last resort targets without losing 

a plane.136 Writes Jack Edwards, a British POW formerly interned near Taipei: “This 

ringing of bells, sirens and guards cursing gave us the utmost joy . . . . As we spotted 

the swooping, diving planes, this time the sun clearly catching their silver bodies and 

white stars, we cheered and shouted, ‘How do you like that with your rice, you 

fucking bastards? Go on, lads, give it to them!’ To know at last someone was hitting 

back for us gave us our best feeling since we had been taken prisoner. We felt that 

every bomb dropped was a blow of retaliation for our persecution”.137  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
136 “U.S. Air Force in World War II: Combat Chronology”. Air Force Historical Studies Office U.S. 
Government, Nov. 2005 - Jan. 2006: Washington. www.airforcehistory.hq.af.mil/PopTopics/chron 
(accessed December, 2005). 
137 Jack Edwards. Banzai You Bastards, 167. 
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Picture 13. Governor general’s office (now the presidential office was bombed on May 31st, 1945. 

 

Instead of getting caught up in emotion, the historian in following epistemological 

ground rules for a historical reconstruction, namely knowledge must be given in a full 

and objective narrative, is obligated to point out the blows of retaliation went further 

than teaching Edwards’ tormenters a lesson. Bombs also fell on innocent civilians. 

Taiwan’s citizens bore the price for Japan’s aggression, not to mention the brunt of 

the West’s aggression in early 1945. Upon seeing Taipei for the first time, Edwards 

was dumbstruck by the devastation: “As we neared [Taipei], there was more and more 

evidence of the bombing by the Americans. Nearly every building showed signs of it. 

Some factories were smashed completely. Bodies of troops were every where, the 

shops shut and sand-bagged”.138 Thousands of everyday Taiwanese would continue 

to perish American planes pressed on with the firebombing of key districts of major 

cities all over the island. But it was not these bombing raids that would finally halt the 

                                                 
138 Jack Edwards. Banzai You Bastards, 201. 
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Japanese. Japanese surrender came upon the orders of Emperor Hirohito after 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki were respectively destroyed by atomic bombs on August 6th 

and August 9th, 1945. Some, such as James Cowsill, my grandfather and member of 

the United States’ Jolly Rogers 90th Bombardment Squad, realized the ramifications 

immediately. In a letter home, he wrote: “Around the ninth of August, a sudden wave 

of optimism swept over our base. The atomic bomb had been dropped on Japan and 

Russia had declared war on Japan. At first we all laughed at the bomb, not at its 

ability, but because of the way it wiped out the Japs. Then when we heard of the 

details of the first atomic bombing, we sobered up a little because we could see the 

terrible possibilities of such a weapon”.139  

Evidence of mounting Japanese frustration had come a couple months earlier in 

Taiwan. On June 19th, 1945 nine bewildered Americans stood before a Japanese War 

Tribunal in Taipei. The charges reflected something of what the Japanese mindset had 

become. The men, crewmembers of a B-24 Liberator called the Queen Bee (US Navy 

Squadron VPB117) shot down south of Taiwan, stood accused of “careless bombing”. 

After losing their petition in the morning, they were lined up and shot the same day 

outside the old Taipei Jail (off Hsinyi Road today). The speed at which the Japanese 

transacted the case indicates how manic Japanese justice had become and also their 

disregard for the Geneva Conventions, namely that “questioning of prisoners shall be 

carried out in language [way] they can understand” (Article 17) and the right for 

POWs to fair-handedness (Article 49).140 It begs other questions as well: Did the 

Japanese understand that the war was over? If so, their actions seem both vengeful 

and abhorrent. Or did their behavior demonstrate some trace of hope that events could 

still turn in their favor? 

For the Japanese to contend that on June 19th, 1945 their forces had any way of 

turning the tide of war (Germany had already surrendered at this point) also 

underlines the kind of delusion they were living under and the terms for which they 

were willing jeopardize the safety of Taiwanese servicemen, volunteers and 

conscripts alike, not to mention Taiwan herself. Could the Japanese not fathom losing? 

                                                 
139 Cowsill, James A. Oh! My Aching Back. 1945, 46. 
140 “Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed 
Forces in the Field”. U.N. – Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
www.unhchr.ch/html/menu3/b/qgenev1.htm (accessed November 16th, 2005). 
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Could they not foresee reprisals? Had living under the haze of bushido chivalry led 

them to fantasize no capture meant the first thing to the American war machine, in 

high gear as it was now? In looking at the plight of Taiwan’s soldiers sailors, marines 

and air force personnel, it seems more than likely the Japanese did not expect such a 

rapid close to the war. All over the Pacific theater, from Indonesia to Vietnam, from 

the Philippines to Japan, Taiwanese servicemen were left stranded, with little or no 

means of getting home. In fact, some would remain in limbo for a year or longer. 

Some never made it home at all.   

 

Picture 15. Two Taiwanese conscripts and a Japanese soldier rummage for parts in a scrap heap of 
broken Japanese zero planes and artillery equipment.  

 

5.1 Stranded Taiwanese Servicemen and Women 

From beneath the rubble of the dream of a Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere 

and Japanese hegemony, Taiwanese soldiers across Asia were, after picking 

themselves up and shaking the dust off, beginning to realize they were left without an 

easy or any passage home. Taiwanese POWs in Indonesia, for example, feared they 
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would simply be left behind and “begged to be allowed” to accompany the 

Americans.141 Others, such as interview participant Wang, who was suffering from 

dysentery and malaria, were quarantined and would not make it back until later (a 

year in the case of Wang) aboard Japanese cargo ships and not battleships as expected. 

Other oral interview participants, such as Zhang and Veiyan, also remained abroad 

well into 1946. 

With the renaissance in Taiwanese history that followed the end of martial law in 

1987, more heart-wrenching stories have emerged. None are more poignant than that 

of marine Luo Tung-hui (羅登輝). Born in 1920 in Taichung, Luo was shipped out to 

Hainan in late 1943 when his wife was eight months pregnant. In September 1945, a 

boat arrived to carry Luo and 39 other marines home.142 When a typhoon put the boat 

out of service, another was promised, but for after the New Year. In the meanwhile, 

Taiwan was ceded to China and orders came down the Hainan contingent was to stay 

put. The new government, at war with the communists for control of China, wanted 

troops in place to defend the island. Five years later, Hainan fell and Luo, still 

deployed, was packed off to China for reeducation. In 1960, Luo was sentenced once 

again for “counter-revolutionary behavior”, this time for ten years plus an additional 

two for re-education, his second stint since being relocated to China. Luo never would 

make it home, although he came close. In 1989, no longer considered a Taiwanese 

national, he was denied a visa for entry at the Taiwan Consulate in Hong Kong on the 

basis of age. Veterans wishing to return needed to be 75 years of age. Luo was only 

69. Luo passed away in Jiangsu (江蘇) in the early 1990s, bitter over hypocritical visa 

policies for veterans that this thesis will come to in a moment.143 Whether or not he 

ever saw his wife or child in the interim remains unclear. 

A few of the soldiers stranded overseas managed to turn unfortunate circumstances 

into opportunities. Lee Tung-hui, for example, remained in Japan to continue his 

studies. Taiwanese POWs detained by the Americans often befriended their captors, 

learned to speak passable English and then served as a vital go-between in the 

disarming of both Japanese and Taiwanese troops as well as engaging in “a variety of 

other helpful activities” The efforts of 16 Taiwanese POWs taken by the United 
                                                 
141 Kerr, Geoge. Formosa Betrayed. London: John Dickens & Co Ltd. 1965, 97. 
142 許昭榮. (2005). <動盪時代的無奈 台籍老兵血淚故事 >. 南投市: 國史館台灣文獻館, 128-32. 
143 KMT veterans in Taiwan faced no age restrictions in returning to China.  
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States’ 158th Regimental Combat Team in Indonesia did so impressively they were 

repaid with letters of commendation and passage written by the commanding general, 

Hanford MacNider. The general wrote: “In the light of these POW’s long and faithful 

service for the 158th RCT and because of their demonstrated loyalty towards the U.S. 

Forces in the course of the war against Japanese militarism, it is recommended that all 

possible consideration be shown to this personnel and that preferential treatment be 

accorded whenever possible”. The recommendation even included nicknames of the 

young conscripts, for Mike, Dutch, Cookie, Nick, Smiley and China Boy.144  

While some Taiwanese conscripts were making friends, others were incarcerated at 

POW camps until they could be cleared of war crimes. All told, some 173 Taiwanese 

individuals were charged, with 26 ultimately executed for their conduct and deeds. 

Vast numbers of returning volunteers and conscripts would be turned around and 

promptly marched back out to the Chinese front to fight Mao Zedong’s communists, 

sometimes at gunpoint. From October 1945 to February 1947, thousands of Taiwanese 

were recruited and redeployed to fight in China. They were guaranteed NT$2000 a 

month. Once they arrived in China, they found to their chagrin they would be paid in 

the lower Chinese currency. Promised future government jobs, they returned to Taiwan 

only to find the positions already filled by Mainlanders.145 Needless to say, the number 

of volunteers dried up after the 2-28 Massacre, as locals learned to mistrust what they 

were being told. A small group was also stranded in Vietnam. They fought with the 

Viet-Minh (North Vietnam led by Ho Chi Minh) against the French. A few also came 

back and fought in the aftermath of 2-28 while others settled in Northern Vietnam.  

Interesting and perhaps apocryphal narratives arise from the chaotic redeployment of 

Taiwanese troops, such as a two units, the KMT 62nd and 70th Corps, who went to 

China in 1946. According to accounts, both units were defeated by the Red Army but 

given a chance to switch to the other side. In the battle of Shanghai in 1949, the 

defending KMT 21st Division was utterly annihilated by the Taiwanese artillerymen 

from the 62nd and 70th, then part of the 31st Red. “It seems the KMT 21st Division was 

responsible for the 2-28 Massacre. They were machine-gunned to the last man”.146 Of 

                                                 
144 George Kerr. Formosa Betrayed, 87-88. 
145 許昭榮, <動盪時代的無奈 台籍老兵血淚故事 >, 110. 
146 H.M. Cheng. Letters: A Personal Correspondence on Taiwan during WWII between H.M. Cheng 
and Patrick Cowsill. 
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all the men delivered back to the front line in China, some 2,000 ended up changing 

sides. 

The soldiers of the Second World War who came home to Taiwan were a complicated 

group and their stories were written in blood. They did not receive a simple honorable 

discharge as their counterparts in the United States were, with an education grant, 

pension and hearty pat on the back. They were not invited to put everything down and 

return to their normal lives either. Many came back with low self-esteem. Having been 

educated to think they were Japanese and brainwashed through assimilation polices 

such as kominka to believe they were citizens of the Japanese Empire, they were 

troubled by losing the war. They did not feel like they had a country or citizenship 

anywhere. For some, the Japanese military code bushido, which essentially meant 

“looking at death in the eye equals honor and courage”, made them think they were 

inadequate because they had not died on the battlefield. Psychologically, of course, 

everybody was educated since kindergarten to believe one must die defending his or 

her country (or emperor for that matter). The Japanese had taught them there was no 

honor in losing unless one committed suicide. On a medical level, many veterans were 

suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. Only they did not understand this, as the 

condition would not be diagnosed for another thirty years. All they really knew was that 

history, tradition and circumstance had left them and their companions messed up and 

by the side of the road. 

 

5.2 The Role of Veterans in 2-28 

For many Taiwanese, 2-28 represents a huge turning point in recent history. For the 

glimmer of a moment, they were hopeful about the future. Some even felt patriotic. 

They eagerly wound their way down to the docks at Keelung to welcome the arriving 

Chinese. In Taipei, a crowd of 300,000 onlookers greeted the Chinese troops as they 

made their way into the city. The honeymoon did not last. From the get-go, the 

Taiwanese were on the defensive, especially when General Keh King-en conveyed 

the following: Taiwan is outside the pale of Chinese civilization, a “degraded 
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territory” populated by a “degraded people”.147  Many were left scratching their 

heads: Was not Taiwan the second most developed country in all of Asia after Japan? 

Had not the Chinese worked as immigrant laborers in Taiwan for the past 30 years? 

Was General Keh failing to notice the ramshackle state of his own incoming army? A 

couple of years later, the dream of great Chinese nation where everyone locked arms 

and marched forward lay in shards. The KMT soldiers had turned their guns on the 

Taiwanese people, killing an estimated 30,000.  

At first, the events of February 28th, 1947 were explained as necessary in putting 

down riotous crowds that threatened the very social fabric of the island. Then, the 

topic became taboo. Under martial law, people dared not discuss the incident openly. 

In the past 20 or so years, however, since the lifting of martial law, massive amounts 

of literature on the subject have been generated and most people seem to agree that 

the Taiwanese that took to the streets to protest, many of whom lost their lives, were 

angry about corruption, economic mismanagement, looting by Chinese soldiers and 

the wholesale carting off Taiwan’s infrastructure. The competent elites of Taiwan 

were equally frustrated as nepotistic Chinese officials squeezed them out of their 

positions. All told, 36,000 civil servants lost their jobs as a result of the incoming 

regime.148 Within the din of dissatisfaction, many of the veterans of the Second 

World War were wondering what had become of the country they had fought for. 

Writes historian Denny Roy on the involvement of these men on 2-28: “When they 

approached the gates at around noon, guards fired on them. Two died and several 

others were wounded. In another part of town, a mob beat to death two Monopoly 

Bureau agents who had allegedly mistreated two children they caught selling 

cigarettes, then sacked a nearby bureau office. A radio station reported briefly that a 

demonstration was taking place, and throughout Taipei crowds took to the streets. 

Within two days the same was occurring throughout the island. Some young 

Taiwanese men who had received Japanese military training took to the streets 

wearing their old uniforms and singing Japanese martial songs”.149  

When asked if they had participated on February 28th, 1947 in the street protests, all 

12 war veterans interviewed for this projected emphatically shook their heads. Several 

                                                 
147 Denny Roy. Taiwan: A Political History, 59. 
148 Denny Roy. Taiwan: A Political History, 62.  
149 Denny Roy. Taiwan: A Political History, 68.  
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of the war veterans stated they feared reprisals well into the 1950s due to the stress of 

White Terror, when the KMT was asserting its control by clamping down on Taiwan 

identity through arrests, Sinification of textbooks, compulsory Mandarin language 

programs and censorship of the media. They had learned to keep their mouths shut. 

One participant, Wang You-lin (王有霖) did claim he was not as concerned as some 

of his friends because he lived in Pingxi, which was so remote that it was off the radar 

of the authorities. Nevertheless, his mother, on hearing KMT soldiers would be 

making the rounds, cut and then burnt all of his Second World War memorabilia 

except one item, a faded picture of his unit in Malaysia. To this day, Wang and his 

family shake their heads at losing the keepsakes. It is like a piece of their family 

history has been stolen from them.  

The story of 2-28 veterans taking to the streets is intriguing in the sense that the 

historian can see veterans felt nostalgia for Japanese colonialism. Instead of feeling 

ashamed in 1947, the veterans suited up in their old uniforms to call attention to their 

presence in Taiwan – to contrast their training and conduct to that of the Chinese 

occupiers. These veterans had once been a part of the most professional army in Asia, 

an army that had taken apart foes such as China and even, for a few years, Great 

Britain and the United States. The veterans, like most of the population, regarded the 

incoming Chinese troops as unprofessional, uneducated, unskilled and unkempt, 

referring to them by such epithets as hick or yokel, or, by the common refrain “Dogs 

go and pigs come”. When asked about taking to the streets, to Lin De-hua (林德華) of 

Taichung, said “no, not me.” Then, his face lighting up, Lin continued, “But we have 

an organization for veterans in Taichung now. We have 76 members. It’s not as big as 

before.” Lin’s last reference was not made to dwindling interest. Veterans of the 

Second World War, along with the rest of the generation that contains them, are 

passing away at a rapid rate.  

 

 

 

 


